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ABSTRACT 

Images acquired by computer vision systems under low light conditions are characterized by the existence of noises. As 
a rule, it results in decreasing object detection rate. To increase the object detection rate, the proper image preprocessing 
algorithm is needed. The paper presents the image denoising method based on bilateral filtering and wavelet 
thresholding. The boosting method for object detection that uses the modified Haar-like features which include Haar-like 
features and symmetrical local binary patterns are proposed. The proposed algorithm allows increasing object detection 
rate in comparison with Viola-Jones method for a case of face detection task. The algorithm was tested on the two image 
sets, Yale B and the proprietary – VNTU-458. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Object detection is one of the main purposes of image analysis in computer vision systems. Under the low light 
condition, the images acquired are characterized by the existence of noises. It causes not only the degradation of image 
visual perception but also the decreasing of object detection rate. 

Image denoising is usually connected with filtering operation. There exist a number of known image denoising methods 
as: Gaussian smoothing model1, Yaroslavsky neighborhood filter2, SUSAN (Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating 
Nucleus) filter3, bilateral filter4; PDE based methods: anisotropic filtering model5, Rudin-Osher-Fatemi total variation 
model6; filters in frequency domain: hard and soft thresholding7,8, Zhou-Wang wavelet total variation9, curvelet 
denoising10 and non-local means algorithm11. 

The analysis of image denoising methods allows drawing a conclusion that most of them are focused on grayscale 
images with additive artificial noise. Only a few are assigned to images received by a digital camera with real noise. 
Noise in a digital image has a low frequency (coarse-grain) and high frequency (fine-grain) components. The high-
frequency components are typically easier to remove but it is difficult to distinguish between the real signal and the low-
frequency noise. Perspective methods for enhancing image quality are methods that based on wavelet transform and 
bilateral filter method12. Wavelet transform based method perfectly finds both low-frequency and high-frequency 
components of a signal in different time scales allowing better distinguishing of noise and image information at every 
decomposition level. Bilateral filter method is applying weighted spatial averaging without smoothing the boundaries4. 
Lately, the best results of object detection are showing methods which consider the object detection task as a binary 
classification task, namely the classification of two classes: "the object" and "not the object". Such a classifier performs 
exhaustive search rectangular image fragments of all sizes and conducting of verification of each fragment for object 
existence13. Among the mentioned methods are the naive Bayes classifier14, neural networks15, boosting methods16, etc. 

Great attention is paid to boosting methods16-18 because they can process the image on a real-time basis and are effective 
according to the criteria for the first and the second type errors. Haar-like features or their modification are used in 
numerous boosting-methods. The main advantage of these methods is the simplicity of evaluation. On the other side, 
their disadvantage consists in the sensitiveness to the light conditions19.  
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For creating boosting method with high object detection rate the set of features being robust to light conditions should be 
applied. Among such features, local binary patterns20 (LBP) is worth mentioning. For speeding up the image processing, 
it is reasonable to apply the set of features which combines LBP and Haar-like features21. 

The aim of the research presented is the development of the object detection method in images with low light conditions 
that would allow increasing the object detection rate. The method will be tested on face detection task. The proposed 
method consists of two stages: the first is the previous processing of grayscale images with denoising method that is 
based on bilateral filter and wavelet thresholding (BWIF). The second stage is boosting method of object detection in 
grayscale images (BODM). 

 

2. IMAGE DENOISING METHOD 

Let there be given a noisy grayscale image u'(x, y) of size M × N. The image is decomposed into its frequency subbands 
by the wavelet decomposition. After wavelet decomposition, the image is decomposed into the approximate subband and 
the detail subband. The detail subband is consisting of horizontal, vertical and diagonal parts. Since coarse-grained noise 
is difficult to determine and remove at the high-frequency level, the image is decomposed into subbands where the noise 
is transformed into the fine-grained and can be removed at the low-frequency level. 

Coefficients of approximation of function u`(x, y) in the starting scale are determined as follows22: 
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where j0 is arbitrary starting scale, ),(,,0
yxnmjϕ  – scaling function. Coefficients which represent horizontal (H), vertical 

(V) and diagonal (D) parts for scales are determined as follows: 
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where s = {H, V, D}, ),(,, yxnmj
sψ are wavelet functions. Bilateral filtering is applied to the approximate subband 

),,( 0 nmjWϕ . For image u'(x, y) at pixel x, the bilateral filter is determined as follows:  
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where σd and σr are parameter determination of weight in spatial domain and domain of intensity; N(x) is spatial neighbor 
of pixel; C is the normalization coefficient: 
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The result of bilateral filtering is the calculation of the intensity of every pixel as a weighted average of the neighboring 
pixel intensities. The weight related to each neighboring pixel changes according to the concerns of distances on image 
area (spatial weight) and on the axis of intensity (ranking weight) which allows saving precise limits of image elements. 

Applying Normal Shrink thresholding technique to the detail subband ),,( nmjW i
ψ . The threshold value is determined 

as follows: 

where μ is scale parameter: y
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where Lz is the length of the subband in zth scale; J is a general number of decomposition levels; 2σ̂  - the noise variance 
which is calculated from the subband НН1: 
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Where Yij is wavelet coefficient of the subband НН1 and yσ̂  is the standard deviation of the subband. 

Let’s apply threshold processing for horizontal, vertical and diagonal parts where the components of noise can be 
effectively defined and removed. The image is reconstructed back using inverse wavelet transform. The reconstructed 
image ),(~ yxu is obtained via inverse discrete wavelet transform using expression (1) and (2): 
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After the image has been reconstructed, the bilateral filter can be applied toward it again. In the result of processing, we 
get denoising image u''(x, y). Scheme of image denoising process for two levels of decomposition is shown in figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of image denoising process. 

3. BOOSTING OBJECT DETECTION METHOD 
Haar-like features are determined in grayscale image. The feature value is defined as the difference of the sum of pixels' 
intensity of areas inside the rectangle, which can be at any position and scale within the original image (fig. 2). 

 

 
Figure 2. Haar-like features. 

Local binary pattern (LBP) is represented by description of neighborhood of pixel image in the binary form20. The 
meaning of symmetrical local binary pattern (SLBP) in applying to neighborhood of grayscale pixel image at (x,y) 
coordinates can be described as23: 
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where Np is the number of pixel neighborhood; k is the meaning of pixel neighborhood intensities; 
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where λ is the threshold. 

According to the formula (9) SLBP operator, which is applied to pixel neighborhood of grayscale image with coordinates 
(x, y), using eight pixels in the neighborhood (k0 – k7) composes of four-unit code (fig. 3). 

 
Figure 3. Calculation of the value of SLBP feature. 

The new set of features that uses SLBP features and Haar-like features are called the modified Haar-like features (MHF). 
To calculate MHF the grayscale image is transformed into SLBP array and then transformed into a set of integral SLBP 
array (ILBP) according to the following expression: 

 ),()1,(),( yxyxiyxi ddd δ+−=  (10) 

 ),(),1(),( yxiyxIyxI ddd +−=  (11) 

where I is ILBP array; i is auxiliary array, d = 1,…,16; δd(x, y) = 1, if array cell out of the set P
LBPI  with coordinates 

(x, y) equals d, and δd(x, y) = 0 in another case. 

The MHF feature is determined by such set of parameters: type of Haar-like feature (fig.2.1), SLBP value, size and 
location in the image, which correspond to the size of minimal sliding window (for example, 24×24 pixel). Calculating 
SLBP values according to the expression (9) of all the pixels of grayscale image except interfacial it is possible do 
determine SLBP array (fig. 4) 

 
Figure 4. Getting SLBP array from grayscale image. 
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Sample of getting a set of ILBP arrays from SLBP array is shown on fig.5. According to MHF parameters, using the 
appropriate ILBP array I, number of SLBP features is calculated in light and dark rectangles of MHF. MHF value is 
calculated as follows: 

 BW SSIf −=)(  (12) 

where SW – number of SLBP features in light rectangles of MHF, SB – number of SLBP features in dark rectangles of 
MHF , I – ILBP array. The values SW and SB is calculated as follows: 

 ),(),(),(),( 44113322 baIbaIbaIbaIS +−−=  (13) 

where (a1,b1), (a2,b2), (a3,b3), (a4,b4) – are the coordinates of four pixels connected with the appropriate rectangle in 
MHF (neighboring on top with right upper pixel of rectangle, right lower pixel of triangle, neighboring on the left with 
left lower pixel of rectangle, neighboring on the diagonal on top with left upper pixel of rectangle). 

To enhance processing speed cascade of strong classifiers (CSC) are applied. MHF is used as simple classifiers. 
Elaboration of object detection technique consists of several stages22: 
1) training of CSC on a set of examples; 
2) image classification with CSC; 
3) verification of candidate-regions. 

 
Figure 5. Getting the set of ILBP array from SLBP array. 

3.1 The stage of CSC training 

Implementation of the first stage requires sets of positive and negative examples. Therefore, basis of object images 
Bobject, as well as the basis of images on which there are no objects Bnon-object are created. 
The images from Bobject is normalized and out of it training P and verification sets Vp of positive examples are created. 
Image regions are extracted from Bnon-object and training P and verification sets Vp of negative examples are formed. 
Images in P Vp, N, Vn sets are scaled to minimal sliding window. 

For CSC is established the certainly value of false positive rate FP_C and certainly value of true positive rate TP_C, to 
which CSC has to achieve during the training. Strong classifiers will be added to CSC for as long as the determined 
FP_C and TP_C are achieved. 

From the set of positive training examples at the application of SLBP operator the set of SLBP arrays of positive 
examples P

LBPI  is obtained. In a similar manner, from the set of negative training examples we get the set of SLBP arrays 
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of negative examples N
LBPI . Applying the expressions (10) and (11) from the set P

LBPI  we get the set of ILBP arrays of 
positive examples IP, and from N

LBPI  set we get the set of ILBP arrays of negative examples IN. 

Using IP and IN sets, the value of each MHF fj is calculated. Its optimal threshold θj, and the direction of sign pj are 
determined. For each strong classifier, exact value of false positive rate FP is established, and exact value of true positive 
rate TP, to which the strong classifier has to achieve during the training. 

The training of each strong classifier will be accomplished until achievement of the determined FP and TP. The training 
sample is formed by P

LBPI  set of positive examples and N
LBPI  set of negative examples in a following form: 

(x1, y1),…,(xn, yn), where x is SLBP array, y – objective value that equals 0 – for the negative examples, 1 – for the 
positive examples. Initialization of weight w1,I = 1/2m, 1/2l, for yi = 0, 1 accordingly, where m – number of positive 
examples, l – number of negative examples, and currently value of false positive rate fpRate (initially fpRate=1). A cycle 
is activated with a condition while fpRate > FP, where t denotes the current iteration, I – index of example, j – MHF 
index. 

The weight examples of training sample are normalized: 
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The simple classifier hj for each MHF using IP and IN is formed according to the following expression: 
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where fj – MHF, x – SLBP array, θj – threshold, pj – direction of MHF sign. The error of all simple classifier in training 
sample is calculated as: 
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To the strong classifier, the simple classifier ht is added with the smallest error εt. Weight examples are renewed 
according to the expression: 
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Using verification set of positive examples Vp, threshold ξ of strong classifier is adjusted for reaching the defined value 
of true positive rate TP. It is calculated the certainly value of false positive rate fpRate of strong classifier on verification 
set of negative examples Vn. Transition into next iteration of the cycle is accomplished in case of implementation the 
condition fpRate > FP, otherwise, strong classifier is added to CSC. 

It is accomplished the transition to the next strong classifier. To form the set of negative examples N of the next strong 
classifier is extracted from Bnon-face image region which are scaled to minimal sliding window and negative examples are 
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formed out of them. Transformation of image region into ILBP array is accomplished and placed to the CSC input. The 
examples, that CSC has taken as positive are added to set N. 

3.2 Image classification with CSC 

Classification with CSC for object detection is accomplished in the following way. Input image is transformed into 
SLBP array and according to the expressions (10) and (11) 16 ILBP arrays are produced. Sliding window, the size of 
which equals to minimal and then increases by coefficient Ms, at scale change, moves along image rows with step Kr 
pixels. The image region is extracted and corresponding to it parts of ILBP arrays are placed at CSC input. In case of 
strong classifier, using the obtained parts of ILBP arrays according to expression (15) is calculated MHF value in simple 
classifiers. According to the expression (18) a decision is made on the transition to the next strong classifier in a cascade 
in the case h(x) = 0, or to the rejection of current image region in the case h(x) = 1 and the transition to processing of the 
next image region, extracted by sliding window. In the case when all strong classifiers of the cascade will make decision 
on h(x) = 1 image region is considered as an object.  

3.3 The stage of verification of candidate-regions 

CSC is marked out on the image several defined regions – candidate-regions, after passing the sliding window through 
the whole image in all scales. For verification of candidate-regions the rule of clustering is applied, in which all variety 
of candidate-regions are broken up for varieties, which are not intersected. At clustering two candidate-regions are 
related to one cluster, if they are intersected by more than percent φ. Cluster is a candidate for creating united region if 
the variety of candidate-regions is more than threshold Thr. United region is formed by finding arithmetic average of 
coordinates of candidate-regions, that are included into a cluster. Each of united regions is determined as object region24. 

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
During experiments test set of 640 grayscale images was used. The set was retrieved from “Yale B” database, where 
images are characterized by wide range of changes of light conditions (fig. 6 a). Another test set that was used during the 
experiments was set of 458 grayscale images recorded by the authors in Vinnytsya National Technical University 
campus under low light conditions (VNTU-458) (fig. 6 b). 

 

 
Figure 6. Samples of images:  а) facial region from test set from “Yale B”; b) test set from VNTU-458. 
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For object detection method evaluation ROC-curves were used. Object detection rate (true positive rate) is determined as 
a quotient of number parts of image which the classifier defined as the object to general number parts of image which are 
the objects. Number of false detection (false positive) is defined as a number of parts of image which the classifier 
defined as the object in case if they are not the objects. To form ROC-curves the approach16 was applied, according to 
which the adjusting of threshold ψ in SC (18) is performed for receiving number of false positives (in the range 10 to 
120) and object detection rate (correct detection rate). 

 
Figure 7. The research results of object detection on test set from the base “Yale B”: а) ROC-curves of detection methods; 
b) the example of face detection. 

Three experimental researches of object detection in the image by the example of face detection task on test set from the 
base “Yale B” were conducted. In the first experiment, the BODM method was tested with parameters Ms = 1.1, Kr = 1, 
φ = 50%, Thr = 2, the size of minimal sliding window – 24×24 pixels. In the second experiment BODM method was 
tested with the same parameters as in the first one, applying the previous image processing by BWIF method with 
parameters σd = 1.8, window size is 11×11, and σr = 1.0× 2σ̂  at every decomposition level. In the third experiment 
Viola-Jones method was investigated with parameters Ms = 1.1, Kr = 1, the size of minimal sliding window – 24×24 
pixels. The research results and the example of face detection are shown in fig.7. 

 
Figure 8. Enlarged part of the image from test set of base VNTU-458, processed by BWIF method: а) noisy image; b) 
denoising image. 

 
Figure 9. The research results of object detection on test set from the base VNTU-458: а) ROC-curves of detection methods; 
b) the example of face detection 
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Three experimental researches of object detection in the image by the example of face detection task on test set from the 
base “VNTU-458 were conducted. In the first experiment BODM method was tested with the following parameters: 
Ms = 1.1, Kr = 1, φ = 50%, Thr = 2, the size of minimal sliding window – 21×21 pixels. In the second experiment BODM 
method was tested with the same parameters as in the first one applying the previous image processing by BWIF method 
with parameters σd = 1.8, window size is 11×11, and σr = 1.0× 2σ̂  at every decomposition level. In the third experiment 
Viola-Jones method was tested with the following parameters: Ms = 1.1, Kr = 1, the size of minimal sliding window – 
21×21 pixels. The research results and the example of face detection are shown in fig.8 and fig.9. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The paper presents the object detection method in grayscale images with low light conditions on the example of face 
detection task. The proposed method consists of two stages: the first is the previous processing of grayscale images by 
the image denoising method; the second is object detection in grayscale images by the boosting method. Advantages of 
the proposed method can be summarized as follows: 

• increasing object detection rate in proposed boosting method by using modified Haar-like features which 
combine Haar-like features and symmetrical local binary patterns in comparison with Viola-Jones method; 

• increasing object detection rate by combining the proposed boosting method of object detection and the 
previous processing stage that includes the method of image denoising based on bilateral filter and wavelet 
thresholding in comparison with proposed boosting method and Viola-Jones method. 

Disadvantage of the method is a slight reduction of operation speed because the previous image processing stage is used. 

In further researches it is planned to modify the method for processing of color images. 
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